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PUBLISHER’S 
MESSAGE
The signs are all around us. People are dying and being 

maimed. There’s an ever-growing, inexorable creeping 
increase in vehicle crashes and mishaps. You know 

why? There’s an ever-increasing number of people who don’t 
know how to drive. Oh, yes, they’ve taken all the defensive 
young driver’s courses and received their reduced premium 
chits for being conscientious drivers from the insurance 
companies and they're all in good health, fine, fit and fettle. But, 
any of these skills they were taught, were either incorrect or 
they’ve forgotten them as soon as they were granted a licence.

How can I say such a thing? What dubious happening has led 
me to this conclusion? I bought a new car. OK, it’s not a new 
car, rather a used, late model car. It’s the newest I’ve ever owned 
and you know what? This thing has so many “nanny” devices 
and gizmos, it’s almost impossible to actually concentrate on 
driving it. For example, I’m motoring along and want to pull 
over for something, I check my mirrors, signal and start to pull 
over and bells and whistles are going off with flashing warnings 
of “Lane Departure”. WTF?? Later, as I’m motoring along, 
another unrequested warning pops up on the video-game dash. 
This one says “Sway Warning”. Now does that mean it’s time for 
a romantic dance? The car or anything else I can see and feel 
isn’t swaying in the least...WTF? Right after this sway situation, 
another warning comes up asking if I’d like to pull over for a 
coffee and take a break from driving. We have several cars and I 
haven’t driven this one in maybe a week and I’ve only just got in 
and driven perhaps 10 minutes on my way to the local store. I 
need to take a break already? WTF?

Now, it’s time to chat about the daft cruise control in this 
thing. It’s an “intuitive, adaptive radar-controlled cruise 
control” or so the handbook says. This means, as you’re driving 
along a highway and you engage this maniacal device, the car 
maintains it’s set speed, or so you’d think. No, it farts around 
raising and lowering the speed as it pings off every car, truck, 
shrub and overpass that’s even remotely in the neighbourhood. 
On a multi-lane highway as you approach a slower vehicle 
and pull out to pass, right when you’re about to overtake, the 
collision avoidance sensor comes on and the car automatically 
brakes, so much so that the other chap that was 8 car lengths 
behind me when I began the maneuver is now braking hard to 
avoid landing in my trunk. He’s now flipping me the bird as he 

goes around me in a huff. I've learned to just keep my foot on 
the accelerator to override the blinkin' thing or even better just 
shut it the **** off and don’t use it.

This thing has park assist... can you imagine? They put this in 
for people who can’t park a car. WTF? Now there’s also a trailer 
assist for those that can’t get the hang of towing a trailer and it 
also has what’s called a PCA or Pre-Collision Avoidance mode 
hat steers you clear and/or again slows the car down without 
your input. This is there to save the person that likes to drive 
into things, or as we say “parks by feel” – oh, wait a moment, no 
that come’s under the auspices of the back-up warning camera 
system and it’s related sensors and devices. WTF?

I have some suggestions for a few devices they could use 
instead of all these nanny gizmos zinging, pinging and beeping 
and talking to you in your car, they’re called “a taxi”, or “Uber”, 
or “public transit”. Anyone who actually needs these so-called 
“driver-aids” things in order to operate their vehicle is so 
incredibly incompetent, they should definitely not be behind 
the wheel of a motorcar. And if you have them but don’t need 
them, they are nothing more than a serious and dangerous 
distraction from the task of driving. 

Now to take my “dumbing down” statement and put it in 
perspective, there are actually people I’ve talked to that say they 
not only like these “conveniences” they actually rely on these 
things to operate their vehicle. They’ve come to believe that 
the car will actually drive itself with these gizmos, so they don’t 
really have to pay all that much attention to what’s going on 
because the car will “do it all for me”! WTF? How many have 
seen someone driving down the road with their nose buried in 
a cellphone or tablet, reading, drinking, eating, shaving, putting 
on make-up, tending to something or someone in the backseat, 
you name it—doing any number of things other than driving? 
While there are people that did these kind of things before the 
advent of the nanny devices, the current crop of misled people 
figure it’s just fine because the car will take care of itself. They 
must wonder what’s happening as their vehicle drives off the 
cliff or smacks the guardrail or gets pasted by another vehicle. 
WTF? What gets even crazier is there are insurance companies 
actually saying these devices are saving lives and lowering the 
risk of accidents when in reality, they ’re probably doing the 
opposite. For those of us poor, old analogue folks that actually 

Note from the Publisher

The Dumbing Down of Drivers.
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drive our cars, this is indeed madness.
An interesting trend comes to the fore 

when looking into the nanny device 
problem and statistics. Automobile 
crashes seem to be increasing but in 
many instances the number of injuries 
and fatalities seem to be decreasing. 
While it is frustratingly difficult to find 
raw statistics on how many crashes 
per 100 vehicles have taken place since 
the introduction of nanny devices 
and compare that number to that of 
a decade ago when they were rare 
or non-existent, it does appear that 
while crashes have increased, injury 
and fatality rates may have fallen. Of 
course, insurance companies, gizmo 
manufacturers and some other number 
crunchers will say this is proof these 
devices save lives and reduce injury 
when in fact the reduction in injuries 
and their severity is more likely 
attributable to the better structural 
design of later model automobiles and 
other factors like airbags, seatbelts 
and so on. There’s a growing suspicion 
that these so-called “driver’s aids” 
may not be helping things at all. One 
interesting Associated Press article on 
this can be read here: https://www.
npr.org/2022/06/15/1105252793/
nearly-400-car-crashes-in-11-months-
involved-automated-tech-companies-
tell-regul

My rant on some more dumb things!

OK, now that I’ve blown off some 
pent-up steam about unnecessary 

gizmos and their propensity to lead to 
distraction, I’m gonna set my sights on 
the actual dumb drivers out there and 
the “official authorities” that make them 
that way.

Here in North America, why oh, why 
do people not keep right on multi-lane 
highways? Do the driving schools and 
DOT's not teach the value and concept 
of lane management anymore?

It never fails to amuse me as I drive 
unobstructed and swiftly in the curb-
side lane (that would be the right lane 
here in North America) while the 
traffic bunches up and sometimes stops 
abruptly in the passing lanes. 

Why won’t people heed the many 
signs and directives that say: “Slower 
Traffic Keep Right” or “Keep Right 
Except To Pass”. They fart along in the 
left-hand passing lane and just get in the 
blinkin’ way. I've actually asked people 
about this and they say: “I’m staying in 
my own lane.” Well, guess what bunky, 
it’s not “your lane”. It's a frikkin’ passing 
lane, so pass and get the **** out of it!

Our dim-wit authorities are guilty of 
propagating this behaviour in that they 
don’t pull people over for obstructing 
the passing lanes. They do it in the UK 
and lots of other countries, but not here. 
I had one cop actually tell me, “yeah, it’s 
too difficult to get a conviction on that.” 
My thought was, then why the **** do 
we have the law in place if it’s not going 
to be enforced? WTF?

There’s also an interesting way the 
authorities tend to mitigate things and 
generate a culture of lane management 

in the UK that isn’t practiced in North 
America and that’s lane markings. The 
way I see it, on this side of the pond we 
do things in a counter-productive way.

 When merging traffic is coming in 
from a ramp or entering onto a freeway, 
it generally comes in from the right and 
we make it so that “merging lane” is the 
one that disappears, forcing the slower 
traffic to get to the left. This is dumb. 
That lane should continue on and the 
passing lane on the extreme left should 
be the one that dissappears. That would 
force the bozos in the passing lane to 
keep moving right and get out of those 
lanes. That’s generally the way they do 
it in other countries and guess what? It 
works. It also creates a culture of keeping 
out of the passing lane(s) except to pass.

 It is much easier and safer to have the 
faster cars slow down and merge than 
to try to get slower traffic to speed up. 
Most vehicles, especially large trucks can 
brake or just slow down quicker, easier 
and more efficiently than they accelerate. 
In other countries, the lane markings 
that are in the lane that “disappears” are 
usually accompanied by bent arrows 
warning the drivers to move over as that 
lane is about to be no more. It all works 
rather well and we should incorporate 
it here. Will we? I doubt it. It makes too 
much sense for our “powers that be” 
to wrap their heads around it. Oh well, 
WTF?

Once again, we’re always hunting for 
new readers, so if you haven’t done so 
already, please use our subscribe page for 
your free subscription and please urge 
all your family, acquaintances, friends, 
enemies, strangers or whomever to check 
us out and subscribe as well... remember 
it’s free and you’ll be helping us grow!

Don’t forget that we’re also in need of 
your opinions and we’d love to hear your 
suggestions on any events or subjects 
you’d like to see us cover, so drop us a 
line and let us know your thoughts!

Keep safe and remember to be kind 
and here’s wishing everyone all the best 
in this New Year of 2023!
Thank-you.

Doug Switzer, Publisher
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OK, now we're on the downside of the winter of 2022-’23 and we’re looking 
forward to spring and putting one more year of that pesky COVID-crap 
behind us, (or at least coming to grips with controlling the thing!)

The Putinistas are still trying to win their war in Ukraine but not having much 
luck. They only seem to be dashing the bodies and lives of their young men on the 
battlefield to satiafy some big-shot’s ego.

The spectre of a deadly freezing European winter with no electrical energy or 
fuel for heating homes has been somewhat alleviated by a mild winter thus far so 
thankfully, that scenario is a bit better than what was feared.

Shipments of natural gas from other offshore sources have also helped blunt 
the effect of the chokehold on Russian supplies. Add to this the promise of new 
breakthroughs in alternative power sources, like nuclear fusion and we may just be 
on to something here. These technical developments bear watching closely, and we 
hope they may offer us all a way out of our current energy bind.

We also have some news on weird things that are happening. These are not only 
directly in the field of motor-driven things, but also in the microchip world that 
controls so many aspects of our lives today. Computer-gizmos not only control our 
motors and drives, but it looks like they may even take over our raison d'être. Read 
on for the reason why I would say such a thing.

Once again, if you have any news or announcements, please send them along!

noticed, you now have an "Artificial 
Intelligence ‘APP’-program” to do it all?

WTF? Have we actually become 
so talentless, lazy and removed that 
we need to have a robot write for us? 
You mean I can punch a button (or 
keyboard) and then some computer-
chipped “brain” will do all my work 
for me? You mean I can just sit here 
and have a nap or just suck on a joint 
and do nuthin’? Who would claim the 

copyright on these works? Who gets 
the professional recognition and who or 
how would the readers respond to this 
kind of content? I can see the reader’s 
responses and comments sections 
now: “You are heartless, unfeeling, and 
inconsiderate to say such things in your 
column!” Well, actually that would 
be 100% correct. The AI program 
that wrote it is exactly that: heartless, 
unfeeling and inconsiderate, oh... also 
you can add inhuman to that.

I guess this is another new and 
wonderful “something” that some 
recently-graduated brainiacs have 
cobbled up to allow lazy folks to clutter 
up the internet with useless dribble on 
their algorithm-driven blogposts about 
the latest trends in nail-polish. Ooooo! 
and now they can do it without even 
doing it! How cool is that?
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AI-UH, OH! OK, this came through our 
unsolicited editorial submissions.

It seems there’s a new trend a-coming 
and it’s something that we’re having 
a bit of a rough time wrapping our 
head around. The message that came 
through claimed to have a new AI App 
for writing blog and internet content. 
Wait a minute...whaaa?

You mean after all the work and 
research and stuff we writers do to get 

SORT OF RELEVANT THINGS.
Motor-driven News and Announcements

TESLA’S AREN’T THE GREENEST? 
Elon, please say it isn’t so!
From an article that appeared in 
EXPRESS CARS UK citing a Financial 
Times Article using data from the 
Trancik Lab, MIT (Boy, if that isn’t 
provenance, I don’t know what is!-ED)

Yep, it recently hit the ’net that 
some boffins at MIT assembled a 
rather odd cross-section of vehicles 
and compared them for “greenness”. 
They ran their tests, documented their 
results and crunched their numbers 
and guess what? The much ballyhooed 
and supposed “zero-emissions” Tesla 
Model S wasn’t the runaway winner. 
Hmmm...
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Now. as with all these things we 
see on the ’net, you have to take it 
with a grain of salt and look at the 
comparison carefully. Let’s jump to a 
conclusion... literally. The winner and 
“greenest” vehicle was... wait for it... a 
Mitsubishi Mirage. Ok, so it’s kind of 
like apples and oranges and this wee 
sub-compact can’t really be classed 
with the Tesla Model S or the BMW 
7-series that was stacked up against 
it. It is, however a gasoline-fueled 
ICE-engined conveyance and when 
all the nasties that are made during 
production, refining, operating and 
end-of-life melting down are stirred 
in... well, they say the Mirage came out 
on top with the Model S in the middle 
and no surprise, the 7-Series Bimmer 
was the least green vehicle. Once again, 
Hmmm...

SINGLE FINS ARE IN!
FROM MOTO/OLOGY HALTON, 
ONTARIO, CANADA - Ruminations 
on a wishful theme by Doug Switzer 
Moto/ology Publisher

I’ve always loved the iconic Jaguar 
D-type. Since I first cast eyes on this 
beauty back as a child in the late 1950s, 
I was gob-smacked by the streamlined, 
bullet-shaped racer and when they 
topped it off with a single, stabilizing 
fin behind the driver’s head, well, that 
was it. This shark-like representation 
of a racing car became the stuff of 

my dreams. The fact that D-types 
went on to win over and over at Le 
Mans and then dominate sportscar 
racing all around the globe merely 
cemented their position as the ultimate 
superior automotive product in my 
impressionable and youthful mind.

Imagine my shock, dismay and 
euphoria when I discovered there was 
a waterborne device very similar in 
concept to the magnificent D-Type! I 
think it was again in the very late 1950s 
or maybe the very early 1960s when 
I first clapped eyes on the wonderful 
Chris Craft Cobra. Holy, gee-golly 
willikers! Look at that boat! It’s sleek, 
bullet-like and incredible-though-it-
may-seem, it has a single stabilizing fin 
down the back! Dare I say it? Just like 
my magnificent D-type! This is just too 
good to be true!

Ever since that day, I’ve had a 
hankering to one day be seated in my 
very own D-type, tooling along a road 
somewhere, heading to the summer 
home, the cottage, (or the beach, or 
some other place where there’s water) 
with my very own Chris Craft Cobra 
in tow. Now, that would be a defining 
statement in classy conveyances! 
Imagine two batmobile-like vehicles 
heading off for motoring bliss and 
both of them adorned with those 
phenomenal single fins! Wow... just 
wow! I figured the whole world would 
be absolutely green with envy!

Well, I’m considerably older, mature, 

sensible and perhaps even wiser now 
and other unfortunate considerations 
come into play. Things like practicality, 
affordability, usefulness and my 
family and incredulous wife now take 
precedence.

The only place I can now enjoy my 
beautiful D-type and Chris Craft Cobra 
Combo-to-go is in my dreams. With 
that in mind, I scoured the internet 
for a suitable pair of photos that were 
in the public domain that I could 
fudge together and spin into a pictorial 
representation of my long-ago, once 
upon a time, dream-team. Now, with a 
bit of my time spent fiddling with the 
magic of photo-manipulation, I’ve put 
together the image above of my two 
beauties. I’m even sitting smugly in my 
D-Type with my flat-cap and tweeds as 
I scoot along to motor-driven nirvana! 
Ah, the power of imagination!

WinGD AND CMB.TECH TO CO-
DEVELOP LARGE AMMONIA-
FUELLED MARINE ENGINES.
WINTERTHUR, SWITZERLAND, 
(VIA WAKE MEDIA) — WinGD
WinGD and CMB.TECH bring 
combined expertise to zero-carbon 
fuel technology in groundbreaking 
collaboration for a fleet of ammonia-
fuelled bulk carriers.
Swiss marine power company WinGD 
and Belgian shipping and cleantech 
group CMB.TECH have signed an 
agreement on the development of 
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ammonia-fuelled two-stroke engines. 
The companies aim to install the 
ammonia dual-fuel X72DF engine 
on a series of ten x 210,000 DWT 
bulk carriers to be built at a Chinese 
shipyard in 2025 and 2026.
 
Under this joint development project, 
CMB.TECH will support WinGD in 
establishing its ammonia-fuelled engine 
concept for a large bore engine. CMB.
TECH has significant insight into 
alternative fuels and builds, designs, 
owns and operates large marine and 
industrial applications that run on 
hydrogen and ammonia.
 
Both WinGD and CMB.TECH believe 

CMB CEO, Alexander Saverys.

that ammonia will play a significant 
role in the decarbonisation of the 
maritime industry. The series of large 
bulk carriers powered by WinGD’s 
ammonia engines will be the first of 
its kind and proof that large sea-going 
vessels can be powered by zero-carbon 
fuels. 
 
CMB CEO Alexander Saverys said: 
“We believe that ammonia is the most 
promising zero-carbon fuel for deep sea 
vessels. Our intention is to have dual-
fuel ammonia-diesel engines on our 
dry bulk vessels, container vessels and 

chemical tankers. Collaborating with 
WinGD on the development of the first 
ammonia-fuelled two-stroke engines 
for our fleet is a pioneering partnership 
on the road to zero emissions in 
shipping.”
 
WinGD CEO Klaus Heim said: 
“This project is a significant step in 
accelerating our ammonia technology 
roadmap for a zero-carbon future. 
Having CMB.TECH’s input into the 
engine development will be invaluable 
given their alternative fuel expertise 
and their ship operator’s perspective on 
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how an engine concept is implemented 
and ultimately operated. The project is 
an opportunity to widen the roll-out 
of ammonia technology across our 
portfolio, in line with our previously 
stated timeframe of introducing the 
first engine concept in 2025.”
 
These newest engines in WinGD’s 
X-DF portfolio will add ammonia 
capability to the proven technology 
of WinGD’s X engines. They will be 
based on the X92B engine, whose 

market-leading fuel efficiency makes it 
an ideal starting point for developing 
large bore ammonia-fuelled engines.
 
The development project with CMB.
TECH is one of several projects 
WinGD is carrying out with 
shipowners and engine builders 
to ensure that dual-fuel ammonia 
two-stroke engines will be available 
as the global fleet prepares to adopt 
green fuels to meet long-term 
decarbonisation targets. Klaus Heim, CEO, WinGD

WinGD powered, ammonia fuelled CMB Marine bulk carrier.
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ANTI-MISOGYNY IN DISGUISE?
FROM MOTO/OLOGY HALTON, 
ONTARIO, CANADA - This old 
Honda Ad that came in through 
the e-mail raised eyebrows with it’s 
apparent chauvinistic headline!

Honda stopped people in their tracks 
with this ad back in the day! After a 
quick read of the opening line, I could 
literally hear my wife’s blood boiling 
over! Nevermind that she actually 
owned one of these Civics!

However, if you read on it’s actually 
taking the opposite tack and treating 
women on a level pl;aying field. Well 
done, Honda!

I think somehow, you’d never get 
away with a clever advertising ploy 
like this these days, simply because 
people don’t read on any more. With 
the extremely limited attention span 
of a lot of the current generation(s), 
and the fleeting manner of present-
day communications, you have a mere 
1.2 seconds or less to make your case 
before your audience moves on to the 
latest Hollywood gossip. Nevertheless, 
within that 1.2 seconds there will be 
ample time for the easily-offended 
to decide that you are evil and cruel 
and the inferences in your headline 
has psychologically and irreversibly 
damaged them for life. They will need 
to seek counselling and therapy and you 
are to blame — the costs of which will 
be included in the damages they are 
seeking through the pending lawsuit!

In a related anecdote, I remember 
vividly the day we were shopping for a 
car for my wife and we both walked into 
a local dealership looking for something, 
well, just like the Honda Civic pictured 
in the accompanying ad. Unfortunately, 
the salesman (yes, a man) who came to 
help us made the fatal error of showing 
my wife a stationwagon with (gasp) an 
automatic transmission and worse, he 
then uttered those lethal words: “This 
car is just right for the little lady...” He 
never knew what hit him. She has a 
brilliant left hook. We were out the door 
and heading for the next dealership 
before he could even get up.

My wife takes great pride in her 
prowess with a manual ’box and enjoys 

out-driving many a bloke with her 
skills behind the wheel.

We moved on to another dealer and 
she finally got the treatment and car 
she wanted. Lesson learned.

We still have a good selection 
of old-school, manually-operated 
conveyances in our personal stable of 
vehicles and we both enjoy the tactile, 
hands-on experience of driving. 
Whether it’s in the old MG's or the 
slightly newer Chrysler Crossfire 
or even the racecar, the amount of 
physical involvement and engagement 
required to pilot a car with a manual, 
three-pedal gearbox is unmatched by 

any new-fangled autobox or flappy-
paddle device. We simply derive more 
pleasure from driving a manual even 
though it may not be as easy, friendly 
or quick.

Dear lord, let’s not forget that with 
the traction control, lane departure, 
parking assist and other devices on 
today’s cars, one can never be sure who 
or what is actually doing the driving.

Heaven forbid, even though they 
may be the way of the future, don’t 
get me started on the soulless nature 
of electric cars! To paraphrase Mario 
Andretti, I hope I’m long gone before 
the self-driving car is all that’s left.
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NEW ENGLAND
BOAT SHOW
FEB 15-19/2023 
Boston Convention & Exhibition Center

The Discover Boating® New England 
Boat Show®, is being held in partnership 
with Progressive Insurance® and returns 
to the Boston Convention and Exhibition 
Center February 15–19, 2023. Featuring 
hundreds of boats on display and nautical 
themed attractions for the whole family, 
the Discover Boating New England Boat 
Show has something in store for everyone 
and anyone who is interested in boating. 
You can take in seminars on boating skills, 
saltwater fishing, paddle-sports and kid’s 
boating activities. There’s also a Boating 
Simulator you can try on for size. Speaking 
of trying on for size, there's also going to 
be over one hundred boat manufacturers 
displaying their models from the smallest 
car-toppers to luxury cruisers, there 
will surely be something that fits your 
requirements. 

Check out the New England Boat 
Show Website to see more about all 
their attractions. For tickets and 

cars, motorcycles, custom cars, off-road 
machines and other vehicles to tickle 
your motoring fancy! For times, tickets 
and more information, please see: https://
autoshow.ca

12TH ANNUAL 
CAVALCADE OF CARS AND 
OLD SCHOOL REVIEW
MARCH 3-5/2023
Hamburg Fairgrounds Events Center, 5820 
South Park Ave. Hamburg, New York

Take in all the nostalgia and super-
cool vibes from the rockin’ good old days 
at the Cavalcade of Cars exhibit in the 
Hamburg Fairgrounds in upstate New 
York. Check out some wonderful examples 
of the very cool old-style Kustom Kars, 
Hot Rods, Gassers and other phenomenal 
performance cars from the 40s, 50s and 
60s that will be on display. There’s also 
going to be race cars, off-road vehicles, 
motorcycles and a full complement of 
auto-related vendors offering speed and 
performance parts, collectibles and other 
goodies. You’ll be entertained with live 
music all weekend long and on-site vendors 

further information see, https://www.
newenglandboatshow.com

2023 CANADIAN 
INTERNATIONAL AUTO 
SHOW
FEB 17-26/2023
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 

After a 3-year absence due to COVID, 
the biggest of the Canadian Auto shows 
returns to Toronto this winter. The 2023 
Canadian International Autoshow will 
once again be held at the North and 
South Buildings of the Metro Toronto 
Convention Centre in downtown Toronto 
from February 17 - 26, 2023. If you’re a 
car enthusiast in the Southern Ontario or 
Northeastern U.S. area, this is one show 
you’ll want to have on your calendar. 2023 
will also be the 50th anniversary of the 
show and there will be an abundance of 
automakers, accessory vendors and auto 
club representatives on display offering 
a mind-boggling array of items and 
services. Also on display there will be 
a wide and extensive variety of vintage 

A s we write this, up here in the frozen north, we’re 
reaching the lowest temperatures of the season so far 
and while enduring these short days and bitter cold, it 

can be comforting to think about some of the upcoming warm-
weather activities that will soon lure us back outside. 

There’s still lots of events, happenings and things to do, so put 

away those winter blues (and Blahs!) and check out all the nifty 
stuff you can enjoy while we wait for that wonderful first spring 
thaw! Speaking of which, firing up our sleeping engines isn’t far 
off so perhaps now is the time to look into checking over your 
toys in preparation for those wonderful, warmer days ahead! This 
is a good time to inspect, clean, preen and polish!

HAPPENINGS

Winter’s here, but Spring is on the way. Here’s a few 
things to look forward to as the days grow longer!

Compilation by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher
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will provide snacks and beverages. There’s a 
special rate for veterans and you'll also want 
to check out the pin-up girl competition. 
There promises to be a rockin’ good time 
for all! Have a look at their official website 
for complete details, tickets and up-to-date 
information: http://cavalcadeofcars.com/
oldschoolroom.html

Drives, open to the public on a first come, first 
served basis. Fir the wee ones, there’s a Kid’s 
Zone, with free automotive activities designed 
just for kids! For more information, tickets 
and times Please see their website at: https://
www.ameliaconcours.com

PALM BEACH 
INTERNATIONAL BOAT 
SHOW
MARCH 23-26/2023

Ranked as one of the top five boat shows 
in the world, the 2023 edition of the Palm 
Beach International Boat Show will be 
taking place Thursday, March 23rd through 
Sunday, March 27th along Flagler Drive 
in downtown West Palm Beach, directly 
across the Intracoastal Waterway from 
Palm Beach Island. This year’s boat show 
will be unmatched in providing visitors, 
exhibitors, and the community at large with 
an unforgettable event featuring more than 
$1.2 billion worth of yachts and accessories, 
including hundreds of boats ranging from 
8-foot inflatables to superyachts nearly 300 
feet in length. From the VIP experience to 
the AquaZone, there will be activities that 
cater to all ages and lifestyles. See the Boat 
Show website for complete details and up-to-
date information:
https://www.pbboatshow.com 

SUN’n FUN
AEROSPACE EXPO
MARCH 28-APRIL 2/2023
Lakeland Linder International Airport, 
Lakeland Florida, U.S.A.

This giant fly-in/airshow/convention 
was first put on in 1974 and has grown into 
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28TH ANNUAL AMELIA 
ISLAND CONCOURS 
D’ELEGANCE
MARCH 5/2023
The Golf Club of Amelia Island,
Amelia Island, Florida
For pomp and glory you can’t get much 
crustier than the Amelia Island Concours 
D’Elegance. This prestigious event is the 
east coast counterpart to the equally revered 
Pebble Beach affair in California.

The 2023 Concours D’Elegance will 
feature 250 historically significant vehicles 
vying for various awards and accolades in 
32 car classes. There will be a formal Awards 
Ceremony along with live entertainment on 
jumbotron screens, a Bavarian beer garden 
and various food cuisines and concessions 
available for purchase wit dining facilities 
under covered seating.

There will also be free Hagerty Ride & 

a huge event for aviation enthusiasts. Sun 
’nFun is the second largest gathering of its 
kind after the EAA AirVenture event at 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Sun ’n Fun goes for 
8 days starting the end of March and will 
attract up to 200,000 visitors, 500 exhibitors 
and an incredible number of aircraft! 
You can take in airshow performers and 
demonstration teams while you check out 
hundreds of antique and vintage aircraft, 
warbirds, homebuilts, rotorcraft and 
ultralights. If it has anything to do with 
sport aviation, it will be here! For additional 
information, tickets and reservations, please 
see their website at: https://flysnf.org

2023 IMSA MOBILE 1
12 HOURS OF SEBRING
MARCH 15-18/2023
Sebring International Raceway is once 
again hosting the annual 12-Hour 
endurance racing classic, and there’s a 
host of noteworthy participants this year. 
Among the recognizable names are former 
F1 drivers, Antonio Giovinazzi, Kamui 
Kobayashi, Sébastien Buemi, Paul Di Resta 
and former World Driving Champion, 
Jacques Villeneuve.

The venerable IMSA 12-Hour Classic will 
run on Saturday with this year’s supporting 
races which include the FIA WEC 1000 Miles 
of Sebring, the Alan Jay Automotive Network 
120, IMSA Prototype Challenge, and Porsche 
Carrera Cup North America running from 
Wednesday through Friday before the main 
12-hour event. For more details and up-to-
date event scheduling, be sure to check their 
website at: www.sebringraceway.com
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Tambay went on to race with Renault 
with little success, then went over to the new 
Beatrice/Haas team before throwing in the 
towel in F1.

In 1989, Tambay then took up sportscar 
racing and competed with some slight 
success for Tom Walkinshaw in the Silk Cut 
Jaguars, securing a fourth-place finish at 
Le Mans and a second place at Jarama.

After that, he switched to off-road events 
and scored several podiums in the Paris-
Dakar before moving on to being a sports 
commentator and dabbling in politics.
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Ken Block
1934 - 2023  55 Years old

Noted racer, rally driver, drifting expert 
and motorsport personality Ken Block passed 
away after succumbing to injuries suffered in 
a snowmobiling accident in Woodland Utah 
on January 2, 2023. It was reported that Block 
went out with a group of friends but was 
riding alone at the time of the accident.

Block had gained notoriety as the 
co-founder of DC Shoes and Hoonigan 
Industries which marketed apparel for sports 
and racing enthusiasts. 

Block started a national rallying career 
in 2005 driving a Subaru WRX STi for 
the Vermont SportsCar team.  He went 
on to drive in several rally events and 
championships and achieved some impressive 
results. He went on to several wins and 
podiums as he developed his “gymkhana” 
style of driving. Using his phenomenal car-
control in “drifting”, he produced several 
videos showing off his spectacular driving 
skills and performed in a much-watched 
episode of the popular BBC motoring 
program Top Gear in 2009.

Block went on to create over 14 more videos 
on gymkhana and drifting and secured a 
large following on YouTube and social media.

Block also raced in the Baja 100 and was 
associated with several motorsports video 
games.

Block was an icon and a renowned 
visionary in motorsports marketing. He 
leaves behind his wife, Lucy and three 
children.
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Patrick Tambay
1949-2022  73 Years old

Known as the man who replaced the late, 
great Gilles Villeneuve after his devastating 
crash at Zolder in 1982, likeable ex-F1 driver 
Patrick Tambay passed away on December 4, 
2022 at the age of 73 after a long battle with 
Parkinson’s Disease.

Like many young French hopefuls, Tambay 
came up through the ranks of European 
motor racing with the support of the French 
petroleum giant, Elf. After several tryouts 
and noteworthy results with minor teams, 
he came to the attention of Ferrari. However, 
due to their hesitation in signing him, he 
instead chose an offer from McLaren in 1978. 
McLaren wasn’t very competitive in those 
years resulting in Tambay’s disappointing 
results. Tambay and McLaren struggled for 
the next few years until he was ultimately 
replaced by Alain Prost.

 Tambay then went over to CanAm racing 
where he enjoyed considerable success 
winning two Championship titles with the 
Carl Haas Lola Racing Team.

He returned to F1 in 1981, driving in 
the ineffective Theodore, then switched to 
Ligier mid-season, before he briefly went on 
to Arrows and finally, without a ride, to the 
sidelines for the start of 1982.

However, with the death of his friend, 
Gilles Villeneuve in May of that year, his 
fortunes changed when he was called upon by 
Ferrari to replace their fallen hero.

Consistent scoring with a win and a couple 
of podiums helped lift the team’s spirits as 

well as their fortunes and also secured a 
Manufacturer’s Championship for Ferrari in 
that sombre year.

In 1983 he was partnered with René 
Arnoux and with solid early-season 
performances and a win at Imola, he was 
favoured for the World Championship. It 
was not to be, however and a string of DNF’s 
in the second part of the season relegated 
him to a fourth-place finish in the points 
whereupon he was dropped by Ferrari.
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Patrick Tambay’s McLaren M26 leads Clay 
Reggazoni’s Shadow DN9 through Druids 
during  the 1978 British Grand Prix.

PASSAGES
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Walter Cunningham
1932 - 2023  90 Years old 

American fighter pilot, geophysicist, 
businessman, and the last of the Apollo 7 
astronauts Walter Cunningham passed 
away on January 3, 2023. He was the author 
of the 1977 book The All-American Boys. 
and had a remarkable career with NASA 
including flying on board Apollo 7, the first 
manned Apollo mission. During that 11-day 
flight he occupied the Lunar Commander’s 
seat and proved the systems that would 
later enable the Apollo 11 crew’s successful 
landing on the Moon.

Jean-Pierre Jabouille
1942 - 2022  80 Years old

Jean-Pierre Alain Jabouille was born in 
Paris, France during the mid-World War 
II years in 1942.  He went on to become a 
celebrated engineer in racing car circles and 
as a driver, he won the 1979 French Grand 
Prix, the first win for the turbocharged 
Formula 1 Renaults. As fans will remember, 
Jabouille was 14 seconds ahead of the second-
place finisher, but his win was overshadowed 
by that epic duel for second place between 
his team-mate, René Arnoux and Gilles 
Villeneuve of Ferrari. The two racers stole 
away Jabouille’s limelight with their exciting 
wheel-whacking bargeboard-bashing antics 
through the closing laps and right up to the 
end of the race!

During his career, Jabouille went on to one 
more F1 win before having a serious crash 
and being injured at the Canadian Grand 
Prix in 1980. He then stepped away from 
driving in F1. He carried on in motorsport in 
various management roles and also tried his 
hand in sportscars, He stepped in the top-end 
enduro cars and was entered 13 times in the 
grueling 24 hours of Le Mans between 1968 
and 1993. Driving for the Alpine, Renault, 
Matra and Peugeot teams he racked up 4 
podium finishes in that legendary event.

After he ended his driving career, he went 
on to various management positions and 
served as the head of Peugeot Sports after 
Jean Todt left the post.

Jabouille was considered a talented driver 
that really never got the chance to shine due 
to unfortunate events and unreliable cars.  
In spite of his “bad luck” in not being able to 
accomplish more as a driver, he is revered as 
a well-liked and dedicated racer and engineer 
as well as a talented and esteemed contributor 
to French motorsport.

Robbie Knievel
1933 - 2022  60 Years old 

American motorcycle stunt rider and 
celebrated son of the legendary Robert “Evel” 
Knievel passed away on January 13, 2023 
from pancreatic cancer.

Robbie Knievel followed in his father’s 
footsteps, learning to jump his bicycle at the 
age of four, riding motorcycles at the age of 
seven and making his first public appearance 
with his father at the age of eight. He started 
performing on his own after gaining the 
blessings of his father.

However, unlike his father who always 
rode American Harley-Davidson motorcycles 
for his performances, Robbie preferred 
the lighter and more controllable Honda 
CR500 motocross bikes. He performed his 
stunts and jumps decked out in a stars and 
V-necked stripes-styled uniform similar to 
that used by his father and completed over 
340 jumps while garnering 20 world records.

As a nod to his father, Knievel jumped the 
Caesar’s Palace fountains in 1989, 22 years 
after Evel Knievel’s failed attempt which saw 
him crash on landing and seriously injuring 
himself. Robbie Knievel landed safely and 
became the first to successfully jump the 
fountains. After the jump, he said: “that was 
for you, Dad”.

Among his many stunts and jumps, in 
1999, Knievel fired up his bike and jumped 
across the 140-foot gap between the two 
13-storey Jockey Club Towers in Las Vegas, 
Nevada, deliberately crashing into haybales 
upon landing to avoid driving off the roof!

Also in 1999, Knievel set his personal best 
distance jump at 228 feet while attempting to 
jump part of the Grand Canyon. He broke his 
leg in the crash-landing.

Among the family he left behind are three 
daughters and two grandchildren.
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Jabouille at the 2012 Festival Automobile 
International in Paris, France.
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DOUG SWITZER
Here I am again and as I mentioned 

above, I had the pleasure to visit with Bob 

CONTRIBUTORS FOR THIS ISSUE

While winter wears on, we look forward to Spring things and 
getting our toys ready for another fun season. While we while away the 

time tinkering, we thank those who’ve brought us this issue! 

JOHN WRIGHT
John’s been a contributor to our 

magazine since who-knows-when but 
many readers will notice he’s been absent 
from these pages for the last wee while. 
This is because he’s been extraordinarily 
busy working away at getting his new 
book written and published. It’s a 
fascinating biography on the life and 
times of noted racer, constructor, 
automotive and aeronautical engineer 
and inventor-type, Bill Sadler. John had 
a personal relationship with Bill and 

spent considerable time with him over 
the past years. In those years, John had 
the opportunity of going over the many 
highlights of Bill’s life, experiences and 
his professional career. Bill Sadler passed 
away recently so John’s book serves as a 
fitting tribute to an accomplished and very 
interesting man. Look for more details 
on how you can buy your copy in future 
issues of Moto/ology. 

Meanwhile, just to remind you about 
John’s past involvement with Moto/ology 
and many of our readers will recall how 
his interviews, anecdotes and stories have 
always been entertaining and usually 
enlightening. With that in mind, we hope 
you’ll enjoy what we’ve brought to you 
here!

As we said earlier, John’s been a regular 
contributor and this time around he 
teams up with “yours truly” to give an 
accounting of our visit to noted aviation 
personality Bob Revell. Bob is one of the 
last of the original “Tiger Boys”. This band 
of airplane-afflicted lads are noted world-
wide for their award-winning restorations 
of de Havilland Tiger Moths (along with 
some other rare and unusual homebuilt 
and vintage aircraft!) John, our friend 

Gord Whatley of the Armchair Motorist 
and our Publisher, Doug Switzer met up 
with Bob at his home/workshop/museum/
hanger at the Guelph Airpark in Guelph, 
Ontario and had an amazing tour of Bob’s 
facilities, aircraft and unbelievably huge 
number of models and collectables!

We’ll also be posting info on John’s book 
both on these pages and on our Facebook 
and other social media sites. Please be sure 
to check ’em out! 
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Revell and see his fascinating collection 
of all things aero. See the “joint” article by 
John Wright and myself starting on page 
18 of this issue.

I’ve also put together my impressions on 
a phenomenal birthday present bestowed 
upon me a couple of months back by 
my very thoughtful wife. She knows just 
how to tick my boxes when it comes to 
fulfilling my gearhead fantasies and this 
time around, she had me headed to one of 
my fave places, The Canadian warplane 
Heritage Museum in Hamilton, Ontario 
Canada. You can read all about my 
adventure and see my pics on page 56 of 
this issue of Moto/ology.

WOLFGANG
(SONNY) LOTT
Sonny has contributed to Moto/ology 
in the past, as a matter of fact, he was 
a major contributor to our very first 
issue! In our issue number 1, he gave us a 
standout article that was a super review 
of alternative sports and performance car 
clubs in the southern Ontario and Toronto 

region. (See Moto/ology issue Number 1 
page 16.)

 Sonny was a regular contributor to 
Provinz magazine (the newsletter of the 
Upper Canada Region of the Porsche 
Club of America) and is an accomplished 
automotive photographer and a great fan 
of automobiles in general and Porsche cars 
in particular. Here at Moto/ology we’re 
always thrilled to have contributions from 
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Sonny, be they complete articles or just 
some of his wonderful photos. 

In this issue, Sonny gives us the lo-down 
on his visit to a slightly soggy Cobble 
Beach Concours d’Elegance meet held 
last September on the picturesque shores 
of Georgian Bay up in some of Canada’s 
coolest cottage country. This prestigious 
happening is held annually and draws 
some very important cars and people from 
all over North America and sometimes, 
even from overseas destinations as well. 
Although the day may have been a bit 
overcast, it just seems to add to the mood 
and atmosphere of the event. You can read 
Sonny’s report and check out his photos on 
page 34 of this issue of Moto/ology.
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TIGER BOY
Bob Revell is the last of 
the original Tiger Boys, 
the renowned group of 
airplane enthusiasts and 
restorers of de Havilland 
Tiger Moths that won 
worldwide acclaim for 
their award-winning 
aircraft.

Introduction by John Wright, Story & photos by Doug Switzer, Moto/ology Publisher. 

The Tiger Boys are based at the modest Guelph 
Airpark just northwest of Toronto, Canada, but 
they were usually welcomed with giant awards 
wherever they went.
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Bob Revell has been likened to an iceberg 
because 9/10th of him lies below the 
surface. He is a legend among vintage 

aviation aficionados not only because of his 
enthusiasm for all things related to aviation but 
also for his devotion to a humble training aircraft, 
the de Havilland Tiger Moth. He is not only the 
keeper of several examples of this elementary 
flying school airplane but also possesses a veritable 
ton of tools and parts for this legendary aircraft.

What’s more, he also owns many examples 
of other vintage 1930s flying machines like the 
Heath Parasol and the Piper and Taylor Cub light 
airplanes.Yeah, so what?, you say— so do lots 
of other aircraft enthusiasts, but do they have 
virtually every model of important airplanes in 
remote control and scale model form? And do they 
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Like me, he hung out at Gurd’s Hobby shop on 
Dundas Street in London, Ontario lusting after the 
balsa wood model aircraft he saw there.

Time passed and he had to get a job and a career. He 
ran a trucking company for a while, but he jokes that he 
only worked at that to support his real passion: aviation.

When he was 18, he built his own first aircraft, a 
Fly Baby homebuilt. He built it from plans he had 

Bob Revell is the last surviving partner of the original Tiger Boys group that was 
established in 1970 by the late Tom Dietrich and Frank Evans. After Frank’s passing, 

Bob partnered with Tom and they were later joined by Cam Harrod and a wider group 
of enthusiasts. Bob is related to the celebrated family that established the well-known 

model company in the U.S.

also possess a very large horde – because that’s the only 
way to describe a veritable plethora of memorabilia 
which any aviation museum would be glad to acquire?

Bob got his start in aviation avidness when he was a 
boy on Kipps Lane in London, Ontario running across 
the street to watch local enthusiasts fly their remote 
control and tethered model airplanes at the local 
enthusiast’s meets.

When you go past the "NICE PLACE TO VISIT" sign and go through the door, you enter the realm of the Tiger Boys and you are almost overwhelmed with the 
collection of artifacts in the cluttered digs of Bob Revell—a legendary expert in all things to do with airplanes. Over the lifetime of Bob and his late partner, 
Tom Dietrch, they amassed a huge collection of extraordinary models. memorabilia, media clippings photos, plans, tools, hardware and of course aircraft!
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Bob Revell is the last surviving partner of the original Tiger Boys group that was 
established in 1970 by the late Tom Dietrich and Frank Evans. After Frank’s passing, 

Bob partnered with Tom and they were later joined by Cam Harrod and a wider group 
of enthusiasts. Bob is related to the celebrated family that established the well-known 

model company in the U.S.

purchased through a magazine. He didn’t have a kit of 
any kind. It took him four years and when he completed 
it, he promptly sold it to an American enthusiast by 
the name of Bob Dart. That aircraft went through a 
circuitous path of ownership from Bob Dart to a man 
in British Columbia, then back to the USA again. Two 
years ago, Bob Revell saw the same aircraft for sale in 
Fergus, Ontario. He brought it home to the Guelph 
airport and then got busy examining the aircraft from 
one end to the other. Using his flashlight to inspect the 
nether-regions of the aircraft, he then got upside down 
in the cockpit. There he found his signature behind the 
dash. It was truly his aircraft. The proof being his name 
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In Bob Revell’s hanger/home there are models hanging literally everywhere! Some of them are so large you have to look twice to 
make sure they aren’t the real thing as they seem to be big enough to climb into and fly away! While wandering through this amazing 

Aladdin’s Cave of goodies, I spied an original in-period contemporary pencil drawing commemorating Charles LIndbergh’s 1927 
Transatlantic solo flight. Absolutely extraordinary!
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was still written on the back of the instrument panel 
where he had signed it all those years ago.

It would be inappropriate to talk about Bob and not 
mention his good friend and business partner, the late 
Tom Dietrich. Bob met Tom when he was about 13 or 
14 years old in London, Ontario when he went across 
the street to a model airshow. However, he really didn’t 
get to know Tom well until 1974 when he bought the 
little restaurant at the Guelph airpark.
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A partially dismantled Gypsy Major engine rests on the floor awaiting 
rebuilding beside an almost completed Gypsy Moth biplane. Many 
more impressive models hang from the ceiling while parts, planes and 
paraphernalia are everywhere!

Tom and his original partner, Frank Evans along 
with a few other associated enthusiasts gained much 
notoriety for their exacting work restoring old aircraft, 
especially the venerable de Havilland Tiger Moths and 
this led to them being christened "The Tiger Boys" by 
their peers. Bob joined up with Tom after Frank Evans 
had passed away and they became close friends and 
business associates. 

It eventually ended up that Tom and Bob shared 

living quarters in a rented hangar at the little airport. 
Bob said Tom’s sole interest in life was airplanes and 
that was it. When Tom passed on, he still had the 
first full-sized aircraft he had rebuilt, a Tiger Moth, 
CF-CTF. It still resides in one of the hangars Bob rents 
at the Airpark. Bob has had no formal instruction or 
training at all in restoring aircraft. He just does it.

Over the years Bob has become well-known and 
revered as a Tiger Moth authority and is  held in high 
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esteem by members of the EAA, (the Experimental 
Aircraft Association) recognised as the leading 
world-wide organization specializing in antique and 
homebuilt aircraft along with their restoration and 
operation. The EAA is based in Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
and puts on a spectacular annual airshow and 
convention called the “EAA AirVenture”. The Tiger 
Boys are well known in that U.S. organization, having 
taken part in almost 50 of their shows and winning 
many awards for their aircraft over the past years and 
decades.   —John Wright

When we went to visit with Bob Revell in 
his hanger-home at the Guelph Airpark in 
Guelph, Ontario, Canada, he sat quietly in 

his favourite chair and welcomed us into his veritable 
“Aladdin’s Cave” of aviation artifacts and eclectic 
treasures gleaned from a lifetime of collecting by both 
himself and his late partner, Tom Dietrich.

Bob is a fascinating guy, somewhat grizzled and 
toughened by his many years of working on old 
airplanes, but he also has a captivating smile and 
a willingness to answer questions and share his 
apparently endless knowledge about aviation and 
aircraft.

Within his hanger-home-workshop-museum, there 
are literally thousands of aviation and associated 
artifacts including press clippings, awards and trophies, 
souvenirs, artworks, sculptures and models. Oh, the 
models! They are parked on shelves and hang from the 
ceiling everywhere! (I thought to myself: “Hmmm... 
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In one of several back rooms adjoining the main hanger space, the “boys” have set up a paint and finishing shop with all the proper safety gear and 
goodies. In it there’s a wing that's been prepped and doped and made ready for installation on one of the many ongoing projects Bob has in the 
works. Among the shelves of models and memorabilia, there’s a couple of autographed photos from Tom Selleck who apparently consulted with 
the Boys on flight subjects for the movie “High Road To China”. I was however, much more impressed with the signed period photo from the 1930s 
showing the legendary Wiley Post with his record-breaking Lockheed Vega, the Winnie Mae. Now that’s history!
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this just might be how a “hanger” got its name!) There 
are all sorts of airplane models from tiny Matchbox die-
casts and diminutive plastic “kits” to incredibly large 
radio-controlled replicas that look as though you could 
almost climb aboard and fly away in them yourself!

Speaking of flying away on some of these aviation 
marvels, rising up in this sea of stuff there are actual 
full-sized real airplanes in various stages of restoration 
and assemblage. Newly restored Tiger Moth wings 
are leaned carefully against a wall and stacked in a 
corner are various parts, struts and components for 
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The tidy wee Guelph Airpark is home to some very nifty old planes. Here we were treated to a very sharp-looking Aeronca Champion Tri-Traveller 
taxiing out for a flight. Within the several hangers of The Tiger Boys there are more wonderful treasures of the full-sized variety. In one we saw a 

scaled-down replica of a Hawker Fury Biplane while another housed a Tiger Moth in wartime RCAF trainer livery. In the next hanger, we had a delightful 
Corben Baby Ace homebuilt from 1958, while yet another hanger was home to ..wait for it... another Tiger Moth! This one in playful red & white 

aerobatic livery and nicknamed “Woody” with the obligatory “wild woodpecker’ on its nose.
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Main picture: An original Corben SuperAce — the 12th plane built at the 
Corben factory in Chicago. It still has it’s original Ford Model “A” engine. 
It shares the hanger-space with a partially-dismantled and rare Bowers 
Bi-Baby. Below, right is a original Pietenpol AirCamper again with an original 
Ford Model “A” powerplant. This aircraft is the 4th aircraft Bernard Petenpol 
built and the first with the Ford engine. It was built in 1929 and flew for 
many years at Cole Palen’s Old Rhinebeck aerodrome until it was acquired 
by Bob Revell and Tom Dietrich. Until recently, it was flown regularly out of 
Guelph Airpark.

Playful signs and slogans are sprinkled all around the Tiger Boys facilities. 
They all point to the light-hearted love they have for this “Hobby gone wild!".

some other rare aircraft in Bob’s possession. Almost in 
the middle of the floor there is a completed fuselage for an 
antique de Havilland Gypsy Moth along with a spare Gypsy 
Major engine that appears to be in the midst of a rebuild. All 
around it there are piles of parts and stacks of pieces awaiting 
their turn to be re-installed on the restored airframe. At the 
back of the space there is a rather large door that leads to 
another shop area that is at present dedicated to painting and 
refinishing and within it are wings and control surfaces being 
doped and refinished. Bob also shows me his cache of rare 
and specialized de Havilland parts and fasteners that he has 
amassed over the years. What a treasure-trove!

During our visit, we also take a brief guided tour of Bob’s 
other hanger-facilities that he rents at the Airpark. There we 
are treated to an amazing collection of aircraft that include 
homebuilts, antiques and a couple of replicas. Among the 
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many aircraft in Bob’s possession is a very early 1937 
Taylor J-2 Cub, the first one in Canada as a matter of 
fact! It was restored by Bob and Tom and re-registered 
as CF-BBY in 2010. There’s also a scaled-down Hawker 
Hurricane replica named “Harry Cane” and so many 
others that I can't remember them all!

There are some complete airplanes, some in a 
disassembled state that are being restored and yet 
others that are simply a collection of parts and 
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remnants awaiting restoration or perhaps being sold 
or traded off to facilitate someone else’s project. Guess 
what? There’s also some more models hanging about 
along with a couple of vintage trucks and lots of other 
engines, parts and associated vintage vehicles. Oh, and 
there’s also the inevitable Tiger Moths!

As I’m preparing to leave and I thank Bob for his 
hospitality and banter, I notice a sign next to the door 
to his “home/hanger”. It reads: “A nice place to visit”.

Very nice indeed. —Doug Switzer
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Racing News • Images •Motorsports Consulting

Images and content are being added regularly — check out the 
Gladiator Road Racing Website at:
http://www.gladiatorroadracing.ca
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COBBLE BEACH
Our intrepid photographer, Wolfgang (Sonny) Lott travels to the southern 
shores of Georgian Bay to take in that other “concours on a beach.”

Story & photos by Wolfgang (Sonny) Lott, Moto/ology Contributor.

The 2022 Cobble Beach Concours d’Elegance
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COBBLE BEACH When I got up early Sunday morning (Sept. 18) it was raining. 
Pouring, actually!

“Well, this sucks” I thought to myself. Now, photography in the rain 
is wonderful (image-wise) but miserable (comfort-wise). Guess I tend to 
prioritize comfort.

I got ready (throwing rain gear and boots in the car) and started out 
(but not before briefly questioning my sanity). 

From Wasaga Beach to Thornbury, the downpour continued. A little 
further on, it eased and stopped, but remained overcast (Yay! Softer light, 
dramatic skies). The day promised to be comfortably warm.

35WINTER 2022-23
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Upon entering the show, I saw a line of new and 
colourful Porsches on display near the show entrance, 
and took note of one of the first categories on display. 
This was Class 6 - Classic Porsche Pre-1983, the star 
was the 1955 Porsche 550 Spyder 1500. The model is 
famous for being one Porsche’s early race cars and its 
speed and agility made it an automotive legend. This 
car was fully restored over 5 years and has been in the 
owner’s family for 2 generations. It is thought to be 
the only street registered 550 in Canada. It is listed in 
the Porsche 550 Registry, has a Porsche COA and has 
a valid FIA historic technical passport. Owned by Kai 
Riebetz of Black Point, Nova Scotia, this 550 took the 
1st in Class award and was also awarded The People’s 
Choice Award.

Meanwhile, in the River District of Owen Sound 
is the Hagerty-sponsored “Concours d’Lemons - the 
tongue-in-cheek parallel Concours celebrating the 
oddball, mundane and truly awful of the automotive 
world”. This is always fun.

The 8th Annual 2022 Cobble Beach Concours 
d’Elegance was on again after a 2 year COVID-
induced absence. The 2019 Concours was the first to 
be sponsored by Porsche Canada and this would be the 
second.

The Concours is actually a Friday-to-Sunday 
weekend affair. On Friday a Participant’s Tour is held 
(from the Cobble Beach Resort to the Bruce Power 
facility and back). Participating cars receive a ribbon 
and a dusty under carriage will not be penalized 
on Sunday’s Concours. Also, if there’s a tie, the car 
participating in the tour gets the nod. It would be 
impressive seeing these wonderful cars drive through 
Owen Sound and county roads. Many of the locals 
make a point of watching the procession from the 
curbside and this is encouraged.

On Saturday, “Cars, Planes and Coffee” is held at the 
Wiarton Keppel International Airport. Only cars at 
least 25 years old may participate.

A principal sponsor of the Cobble Beach Concours D’Elegance is Porsche Cars Canada Ltd. and they did not disappoint. Many wonderful representative 
P-cars were there, from some of the latest cutting-edge vehicles to beautifully restored (and some original) historic vehicles. Below: A line-up of some 
current offerings along with some historic and more recent Porsche Models. Opposite is the class-winning Porsche 550 Spyder.
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Proceeds from the concours go to benefit the 
Sunnybrook Hospital Foundation and the Owen 
Sound Regional Hospital Foundation.

Having arrived at the Resort I saw no evidence 
of rainfall. Some locals told me there was slight 
sprinkling in the early morning. 

On entering the grounds, I quickly looked through 
the program to see what may be of particular 
interest…but everything was.

In Class 18 - Evolution of the Mid-Engine Corvette, 
I viewed the very pretty 1968 Chevrolet Astro II 
(owned by GM in Sterling Heights, MI.). This was a 

43.7-inch-high prototype for a possible 
mid-engined Corvette. It has a welded 
steel backbone frame, a rear-mounted 
radiator, a Mark IV V8 engine driving 
the rear wheels and a 2-speed transaxle. 
The aft body section raises upwards, 
behind the passenger compartment (for 
access to the engine and storage area).

Among the many cars on display was an eclectic selection of very 
desirable and some very rare offerings from General Motors. The beautiful 
two C2 Corvette Coupes below being an example. As for the rarities, the 
GM Factory collection from Sterling Heights, Michigan loaned out the two 
Astrovette showcar prototypes for the event. Both were on display under 
the banner of “The Evolution of the Mid-engined Corvette.”
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As part of the concours weekend, two seminars are 
also given, both at the Roxy Theatre in Owen Sound. 
The first, “Porsche Exclusive Manufaktur: You Dream 
It, We Build It” was presented by Porsche Canada. This 
was followed by, “So You Think You Know Paint”, by 
John Ballard (who is very well known in the Corvette 
world).

On Sunday, Hagerty holds the Classic Car Ride and 
Drive. Porsche’s Driver Experience begins, and the 8th 
Annual Concours d’Elegance commences.

Artist tents were set up on the 18th Fairway as 
well (along with the cars) and featured renowned 
automotive artists such as Jay Koka, Gordon Walker, 
Don Kilby and Sacha Taylor.

 
There was lots to do over the full weekend! Sadly, I 

could only attend the Sunday, but what a day it was!
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More jewels from GM. Above is a wonderful 1955 Chevrolet Bel Air convertible in a beautiful period colour scheme of coral and grey. It sits in front of 
the massive 1949 Cadillac Series 75 “woody” limo that was one of six employed by MGM Studios.
Below is a very snazzy 1956 Cadillac Coupe de Ville resplendent in its soft yellow livery.
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In Class 9 - American Production Post-
War Pre 1974, there were 3 that fascinated 
me. An absolutely stunning green 1957 
Cadillac Eldorado Brougham, in hardtop 
form with Medium Green interior, this car 
retailed for over $13,000 and reportedly, 
GM lost $10,000 for each car it sold. No 
options were available, it was the peak of 
automotive technology and development. It 
is owned by Vernon Smith of Swift Current, 
NL. This Brougham took 1st in Class, The 
Outstanding Post-War Award and the 
National Association of Automobile Clubs of 
Canada Hobbyist of the Year Award.

The 1949 Cadillac Series 75 Woody Limo 
“MGM Studios” is gorgeous…and massive. 
MGM Studios ordered six of these cars 
between 1947 and 1949, from a Beverly Hills, 
CA, dealer. Each car was then sent to the 
famous Bohman & Schwartz Company for 
customized and contoured wood panelling. 
It took 3rd in this Class.

In Class 5 - European Sports Car Pre-1975, 
there were two standouts for me. A gorgeous 

The stunning 1957 Cadillac Eldorado Brougham features a breathtaking 
interior along with an in-the-glovebox mini-bar that, as many have said, gave 
us a whole new take on drinking and driving! 
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Other notable Ford products on display included 
a wonderful red 1956 Thunderbird complete with a 
“continental kit” and porthole hardtop. Also nearby 
was a wonderful early “slab-sided” AC Cobra.

The next Class I was drawn to was Class 14 - 
Vintage Race Cars Pre 1993. Two cars there fascinated 

blue 1958 AC Aceca, owned by Brad Marsland of 
Waterloo, ON, was gorgeous. AC only constructed 
151 examples and it is based on the open 2-seater AC 
Ace, but the obvious difference was the hatchback. 
The Ace of course is the car Carrol Shelby used, and 
transformed into, the Cobra. This Aceca won 3rd in 
its Class.
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me. First, the stunning 1966 Ford GT40 in Sydney Taylor racing livery 
(basically white with green stripe). The car is owned by William Halkiw 
of Toronto, ON. It was raced by Dennis Hulme and Ken Miles. The 
second car in this Class that drew me in was the 1984 Porsche 911SC 
Rothmans. This Rothmans series car raced in road rallies in Japan in the 
1980s and 1990s. It competed in a European road rally three years ago 
and was recently imported to Canada. It is owned by Adrian Plante of 
London, ON, and was awarded 3rd in Class.

Back in the sportscar class, the stunning red 1960 Alfa Romeo Giulietta 
Sprint Speciale, owned by Wicker Francis of Malvern, PA, was the second 
standout. 1,366 were produced and it was designed by Scaglione and built 
by Bertone. It was the factory’s attempt at an aerodynamic shape and 
although not successful in European racing efforts it did have a unique 
1.3 litre engine designed to extract performance. This car was awarded 1st 
in Class.

A standout among the sportscar class that was on hand is this delicious Alfa Romeo 
Giuletta Sprint Speciale, striking in its very Italian red livery. Another eye-catching red 
car was the fantastic Virgil Exner-penned 1961 Chrysler 300 Convertible. It is one of 
only 338 made that year.
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Also, in the American Production Post-War Pre 1974 
class, the red 1961 Chrysler 300G Convertible was 
another standout. Owned by Elaine and Tony Lang 
of Hannover, ON., it is readily identifiable with its 
striking tail fins and canted headlights. Only 338 were 
produced in 1961. The Kiefhaefer racing team used 
300’s in the NASCAR circuit successfully in 1955 and 
1956 (making the 300 Series quite famous). With its 
413 cubic inch V8 it produced 375hp and a 0 to 60 time 
of 8.4 seconds, while weighing in at 4,260 pounds. 
This car won the National Association of Automobile 
Clubs in Canada Rolling Sculpture Award. 

In Class 11 - Rad Rides of the 80’s, there was a 
very nice 1981 DeLorean DMC-12 and a pretty 1985 
Renault 5 Turbo 2 on display. The absolute star of 
this class however, was the Guards Red 1988 Porsche 
911 Turbo Slantnose. It took away the 1st in Class 
award and is owned by William Halkiw of Toronto, 
ON. Fewer than 1,000 were made globally, with 160 
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coming to North America. This is a highly original 
example, including the paint, the Champagne leather 
interior and the drivetrain. It shows just over 45,000 
miles and is supported by its Porsche COA (Certificate 
of Authenticity). The options list includes an electric 
sliding sunroof, limited slip differential and the 930S 
Slant Nose Package. In one of the photos I took of this 
930, I stand at its rear and it appears to stare down at a 
group of arch rivals (Ferraris) in front of it.

Then, I noticed (in Class 13 - 75 Years of Ferrari) a 
gorgeous 1964 Ferrari 330 America in grey. The 330 is 
the successor to the 250GTE (the 250’s being the most 
beautiful Ferraris ever - well, my favourites, anyway). 
Only 50 330’s were ever built and all were sent to 
America. It has the 4-litre Tipo 209 V12 engine. It's 
owned by Hugh Welsford of Burlington, ON. This 330 
took away the 1st in Class award.
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• Full Race Car Maintenance
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For over 30 Years, Vallis Motor Sport has 
provided racers with top-notch service, race 

preparation, complete car building, trackside 
support and FV/F1200 rental programs.

For your racing needs in Southern Ontario, 
Contact Vallis Motor Sport today.

2205 Hurricane Road, Welland, ON Canada L3B 5N5   Tel: 905.384.0016 
e.mail: williamvallis@gmail.com   www.vallismotorsport.com     
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CREATIVE PRODUCTION • BRANDING DESIGN & MARKETING SERVICESIn the “Rad Rides" Class there were some very interesting vehicles including a very original DeLorean DMC 12 that mercifully hadn’t been given the 
“Back to the Future” treatment. Alongside it was a mint Renault R5 Turbo which are somewhat rare in these parts. The star of the class was, however 
the very original guard’s red 1988 Turbo Slantnose 911, resplendent in its original paint. Below is the delicious and rare 1964 Ferrari 330 America.
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In Class 15 - Vintage Pickups Pre 1975, a couple 
caught my eye. The 1953 Mercury M100 (owned by Rob 
Douglas of Toronto, ON) was perfect. In dark green, it 
is equipped with a flat-head V8 engine and the first-
year Merc-O-Matic transmission. It won 2nd in this 
Class. The second was the 1929 Ford CAA Brantford 
Grain Truck. It came from Ford of Canada with a ring 
and pinion differential, cable operated brakes, and 

wood spoke wheels. The cab and cargo body were 
supplied by Canada Carriage and Body Company in 
Brantford (hence the name). Very popular in its day, 
particularly in the Prairies (for use in the harvest of 
wheat crops). Hard use and eventual failure of the 
wood-framed cab make these trucks very rare. It took 
2nd in this Class.

Rob Douglas’s gorgeous dark green flathead-
powered 1953 Ford M100 pick-up walked 
away with the 2nd in class honours.

The equally intriguing 1929 Ford of Canada 
CAA grain truck also scored a prize in its 
class. Popular crop-haulers in the inter-war 
years, these trucks had their cab bodies and 
cargo boxes built in Brantford, Ontario on 
Ford-manufactured chassis.
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Some beautiful old bikes were in abundance at this past Year’s event with top honours going to a very nice 1974 
Ducati 750 Super Sport. Second place was awarded to the very pretty 1978 MV Augusta 750 Sport America and 
third place going to the 1956 Moto Guzzi Falcone Sport in its appropriately Italian red paint.

In Class 16 - Italian Motorcycles Pre 1990, I 
viewed some motorcycles that I just loved. In 
the 1970’s, I was pre-occupied with my Japanese 
motorcycles: a ’72 Kawasaki 750 H2 Triple 
and a ’77 Kawasaki KZ1000. I devoured all the 
publications of the day, and loved the Italian 
designs (both old and new) and here they were 
on display. 

First, there was the 1956 Moto Guzzi Falcone 
Sport in its red paint owned by James Francis of 
Malvern, PA. It took 3rd in Class. 

Then, two bikes I lusted after in my youth. 
The first being, the 1978 MV Augusta 750 Sport 
America owned by Rick Fuhry of Pewaukee, 
WI. Red and grey with a race fairing. A very 
original example with only 592 miles, it has all 
its documentation from the original sale and 
all its service records. It sports a 789cc engine 
producing 75hp with a redline of 8,500rpm. It 
has 4 cylinders, dual overhead cams and heavily 
finned castings with a set of cam timing gears 
in the centre of the engine. This hand-built 

exotic retailed for $6,500 back in the day (The 
Honda CB750 was $2,190). It took 2nd in this 
Class. 

The second object of my teen-aged-desire; 
the 1974 Ducati 750 Super Sport, also owned 
by Rick Fuhry. White with a green frame and a 
half-fairing. This Ducati was as close a replica 
to the Imola-200-winning-racer of 1972 that 
could be built and also be street legal. Only 
about 401 of these bikes were built. Many were 
raced and modified, but few are as original 
as this one. The 4-stroke, 90-degree twin, 
produces 70hp @ 9,000rpm. Nothing else looks 
like this Ducati, with its bevel drives to the 
overhead cams on each cylinder. Even more 
exotic than the MV Augusta nearby, this Super 
Sport took 1st in Class 16.

I noticed there were four impressive-looking 
boats displayed in Class 17, Classic Boats. 
Knowing little about boats, I still appreciated 
their wood construction beauty, particularly the 
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Pemberton’s Boeing Model 40C 
N5339 leads Stearman 4E 

Speedmail NC663K over the 
Statue of Liberty as they depart 

New York City for the first leg 
of the 2008 Transcontinental 
Airmail Route re-enactment. 

Three aircraft took part carrying 
official airmail and checked in 
at each of the original 15 mail 
stops as they flew across the 

country in 29 hours of flight time.

Some beautiful vintage wooden boats were also on display and showing off their fine furniture-like finishes and luxurious interiors, they captured the 
elegance of days gone by here in one of eastern Canada’s renowned cottage country locations.

two made by Port Carling Boat Works Ltd.:  a 1934 
17 ft. Seabird “Avesta II”, and a 1936 23 ft. cigar boat 
“Just Peachy”. 

A 1955 27 ft. Shepherd Commuter 130 Runabout 
“Nomad” and a 1964 17.5 ft. Greavette Sunflash 
rounded out the marine display. All 4 wooden 
boats were looking rich, warm 
and elegant, there on the green 
overlooking the bay.

For a complete list of all the 
winners just navigate to:

cobblebeachconcours.com; click on 
Events; click on Winners.

These are the highlights of 
the show, for me. The beauty 
of the Cobble Beach Concours 
D’Elegance is that there are so 

many beautiful, wonderful and interesting vehicles to 
see…set in a picturesque location in the Golf Course 
Resort community just north of Owen Sound.

The 2023 Cobble Beach Concours d’Elegance is 
scheduled for September 15, 16 & 17. Mark it in your 
calendar. See you there!
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A lovely selection of very high-end prewar classics was also on hand. From Manufacturers like Duesenberg and Delage, these delightful motorcars 
from the inter-war years represented the finest automobiles of their time and were the preferred conveyances of the wealthy and privileged.
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“Hurry up and get your butt 
moving.” This wasn’t what I was 
expecting to hear on this cool 

morning last October. You see, it was my birthday 
and I was figuring that would be a fitting excuse 
on this autumn day to take it easy and maybe 
laze around a bit and you know, just chill. Well, 
apparently my good wife had other ideas and 
I learned a long time ago not to go against her 
wishes or plans. It just doesn’t end well.

So, I pried myself out of my cosey, comfortable 
bed and got myself ready for whatever it was she 
had planned, rather as ready as I could be as I had 
no idea what she’d arranged for the day.

Now, I’ll admit I did have an inkling that we 
were having a lunch with a couple of friends 
who live down in Hamilton, so that was a given. 
Obviously, seeing as they were living in Hamilton, 
I wasn’t surprised to be heading in that direction. 
Fair enough.

BEECH
BIRTHDAY

Story & photos by Doug Switzer, Moto/ology Publisher

Moto/ology publisher Doug Switzer 
got a very special birthday present this 
past Fall.

Oh, what a birthday surprise!
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The beautiful old Beechcraft B18 Expeditor sites on the flightline at the Canadian 
Warplane Heritage Museum resplendent in its authentic WWII “bombing & 

wireless trainer” livery. Once aboard and settled in my seat, I’m all thumbs up!
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While on our way, I did manage to get one other detail out 
of my wife. We were going to have lunch with our pals at one of 
my favourite places: The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum 
at Hamilton’s Mount Hope Airport. That’s a very nice birthday 
present, I thought. OK, this is very cool! 

Now, my wife will never accuse me of being really quick on the 
uptake all the time and I’ll admit I was pre-occupied with the 
thought of turning 70 and not thinking too much about the event 
at hand, but I was sincerely taken aback when she almost yelled at 
me again to get my a** in gear or I’ll miss my flight. “Ha, ha!” said 
I, very funny...hey, wait a minute...whaaa?? My flight? No, you 
didn’t, did you? She smiled at me and nodded. I was out of the car 
in a shot and heading for the museum’s front door! Whoa, now 
this is very cool!
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Along with our flight crew, my fellow passengers and I spent a few pre-
flight minutes walking around the flightline inspecting our airplane, taking 

some photos and chatting about the Beech and our imminent flight. 
Just beyond the Beechcraft , the museum’s award-winning North American 

B-25 Mitchell awaits its passenger group for the day’s flight. This is 
definitely another aircraft I have on my “must fly” wish list!
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One of the things on my personal bucket list is to get some 
rides in at least some of the wonderful aircraft that the CWHM 
keeps in flying order. We had actually joined as members 
earlier in the year, mostly as a way to offer our support with our 
membership fees, but also as a way to keep up on the various nifty 
functions and happenings at the museum. One of the bread-and-
butter earners for their operations is offering members flights 
on some of their vintage warbirds and other historic aircraft. 
Members can book flights on training aircraft like the North 
American Harvard (known as the SNJ or Texan in U.S. service), 
a de Havilland Tiger Moth biplane, a Fairchild Cornell, or a 
DHC Chipmunk among others. Flights can also be booked on a 

Noorduyn Norseman or a Beechcraft B18 Expeditor, types that 
were used as gunnery and bombing trainers, as well as wireless 
and navigation training during the war years. Flights can also 
be reserved on more upscale airplanes like the Douglas C-47 
Dakota transport, the North American B-25 Mitchell Bomber, 
the Consolidated Canso (known as the Catalina in the U.S.) 
and the flagship of the collection, the mighty Avro Lancaster 
4-engined “heavy” bomber.

Meanwhile, back at my birthday adventure, I ran into the 
museum and checked in at the admissions counter where I was 
sent directly to the flight office. At the time, I didn’t even know 
which aircraft I would be flying in... it didn’t really matter, I was 
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sure that flying in any one of these machines would be a truly 
unforgettable experience.

At the flight office there were quite a few other people all lined 
up and waiting for their flights. This was the last day of flight 
operations for the season. After this, the flying programs would 
be shut down for the winter while the CWHM crews attended to 
maintenance and storage duties on the aircraft. So, I was one of 
the folks that was to have a flight on the Beechcraft B18 Expeditor. 
This aircraft is a twin-engine, twin-tailed design harking back 
to the mid-1930s and was used by the RCAF in training and 
transport duties throughout the war years. Other people in the line 
were awaiting their turn on other aircraft that sat on the flightline. 
There was a C47 Dakota, the B-25 Mitchell, the DHC Chipmunk, 
a Boeing Stearman biplane, a North American Harvard trainer 

and a delicate-looking de Havilland Tiger Moth. I thought to 
myself, somehow, sometime, I must get a chance to fly on all these 
wonderful planes! I made a vow that some day, I would.

It was at that moment, I met my pilot and his second in 
command. They were both very personable and cheerfully greeted 
all the “passengers” as they welcomed us and led us onto the 
tarmac. I knew from previous chats with people that both these 
chaps were certified as “pilots in command” and they took turns as 
pilot and co-pilot on the various aircraft. 

Walking out on a fairly warm autumn day to the flightline I was 
captivated by the historical aircraft lined up before me. We were 
led over to the beautiful Beech, all restored in the markings of a 
photo recon and wireless trainer that operated out of a BCATP 
airfield near Winnipeg during the war. The airplane was painted 
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“As we climbed away from the field I looked out 
my window at the olive-drab wing with that wartime 

roundel on it and I just had to grin to myself. ”
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in an authentic WWII dark green military paint scheme with 
the correct wartime roundels and markings of the RAF. (All 
Canadian military aircraft wore RAF-style markings until after 
the end of the war when the Canadian maple leaf was introduced 
into the centre of the roundels for all RCAF aircraft). As we 
paused beside the plane for pre-flight pictures, I got a funny 
feeling and thought this must have been what it was like to be a 
young airman about to go for an actual mission during those dark 
times. I was thankful my excursion was just a sightseeing tour and 
no one would actually be shooting at us! 

Our pilots herded us into the Beech and pointed out where 
to sit to maintain our weight and balance and keep the doors 
clear for access and egress in case of emergencies. I was one of 

four passengers this day, two of which were a husband and wife. 
I explained that my wife had bought this flight for me as a 70th 
birthday present and the gentleman smiled and said his wife had 
also bought his flight for his 75th birthday! Happy birthday to 
both of us! The other passenger was another fan and supporter of 
the CWHM and told me this was another in a long line of flights 
he had taken in the museum’s aircraft. His goal was to fly at least 
once on every machine they had on offer. What a cool idea!

The Beech cabin was outfitted as it would have been during the 
war if it was used as a light transport for VIPs and other service 
personnel. There were 6 comfortable but quite basic seats (8 if you 
include the flight crew) and charming plaid curtains adorned the 
windows. Military-style diamond-stitched blanketing covered the 
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walls. Our pilot made his way forward to the cockpit, while our 
co-pilot secured the main side door then moved about the cabin 
making sure we were all seated and belted in properly.

The pilots gave us a preflight run-through of safety and 
emergency procedures then prepared to fire up the two Pratt & 
Whitney Wasp Junior radials. I drank in all the vibration, noise 
and atmosphere I could while our pilots ran the engines through 
their run-up checks—the two radials banging away happily!

After the run-ups and pre-flight checks we began to taxi out 
past the B-25 and other planes on the flightline. Did I happen to 
mention this was very cool?

Hamilton’s John C. Munro Airport at Mount Hope, Ontario 
isn’t exactly a huge international facility, but it does cater to 

Once upon a time long ago and far away... 
The Super Modifieds #05 of Pat Abold and #00 

of Joe Gosek battle it out into turn 1 on the tight oval.
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While looking out of the cosey cabin of the venerable old 
Beechcraft, I took in a bird’s-eye view of Hamilton’s John C. 
Munro International Airport, home to the Canadian Warplane 
Heritage Museum’s wonderful aircraft collection. The museum 
was originally housed in several old WW II hangers on the 
airport grounds but after a tragic fire in one of the hangers 
consumed several aircraft in the collection, funds were raised 
to build the magnificent new facility that now houses the 
museum, its shops and aircraft. The large, burgundy delta-
shaped building at the lower right in the photo is now home to 
the CWHM.
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several airlines and cargo-carriers so it can be quite a busy place. With this in mind, 
our pilots exercised much due diligence while taxiing out to the assigned active 
runway.

Once on the threshold, we lined up, the power came on and we were away! With the 
twin radials growling away, the tail came up and we lifted off with great grace... what a 
wonderful old beast! 

As we climbed away from the field I looked out my window at the olive-drab wing 
with that wartime roundel on it and I just had to grin to myself. Through the open 
doorway to the flight-deck we could keep track of all the pilot’s motions and duties. 
We flew southwest from the airport across the Niagara Peninsula toward Lake Erie, 
moving in and out of sunlit light cloud cover and looking down on the pre-winter 
farmland below.  It was generally a calm day and our pilot executed a couple of high-
angle but gentle turns and modest maneuvers to demonstrate the agility of the old 
plane. It performed beautifully!

Approaching the north shore of Lake Erie just west of Port Colborne, Ontario, we 
circled the old, now-unused WWII airfield of No.6 RCAF Dunnville. This airfield was 
one of the many built in Canada during the war years for the British Commonwealth 
Air Training Plan. It was in use until a few years ago when it sadly became populated 
with wind generators. The airfield is now home to a museum dedicated to its wartime 
activities, but no aircraft will ever operate out of it again. It’s kind of sad actually.
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On our return flight from the Lake Erie/Dunnville, Ontario area to Hamilton I had the 
interesting experience of flying over the Niagara Peninsula and being able to see Lake 
Ontario approaching in one direction while Lake Erie receded in the other. I found it 
fascinating to see this entire part of the Niagara area with its farmland and vineyards along 
with both of these Great Lakes all in my one window.

67WINTER 2022-23
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out over two of the Great Lakes passing under me, one coming 
and one going. This is very cool!

Coming back to land at Hamilton Airport, I was still quite 
excited but also sad that my flight was about to end. We 
completed our circuit around the pattern and gently turned 
down into our final approach. The old Beech seemed to be 
very steady and easily controllable at the slower speed selected 

We swung into a shallow turn out over the sun-dappled waters of 
the lake and then headed back towards our home base at Hamilton. 
I strained to watch Lake Erie retreat out of my right window, while 
checking on Lake Ontario approaching through the window on 
the left side of the cabin. As we executed a turn, both lakes became 
visible through my cabin window on my right side. I thought to 
myself, this is kind of weird but in an interesting way. I’m looking 
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Racing in the rain with an open-wheeled car is 
something that is definitely thrilling. The tires throw 
up impressive rooster-tails and while going straight 
sends them soaring harmlessly past your ears, 
entering a turn is akin to being hit in the face with a 
bucket of water! Below, between showers, I navigate 
between some haybales at a hill-climb event.

out over two of the Great Lakes passing under me, one coming 
and one going. This is very cool!

Coming back to land at Hamilton Airport, I was still quite 
excited but also sad that my flight was about to end. We 
completed our circuit around the pattern and gently turned 
down into our final approach. The old Beech seemed to be 
very steady and easily controllable at the slower speed selected 

Lined up here is the other half of the flightline at the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum on my 
day of visiting. In the background is the museum’s C-47 Dakota that actually served in WW II in 
Holland and during the Berlin airlift. The Museum also has another DC-3/C47 in its collection.
Coming forward the next aircraft in the lineup is a North American Harvard Trainer and next 
to that is a de Havilland Canada DHC-1 Chipmunk which was a popular military trainer in the 
immediate postwar years. The Chipmunk was also the first original design by the Canadian 
subsidiary of de Havilland Aircraft.
In the foreground is a de Havilland DH-82C Tiger Moth primary trainer. The “C” in the Tiger Moth’s 
designation, denotes it as being a Canadian version sporting upgrades such as cabin heat and 
a canopy along with the steerable tailwheel instead of the simple skid used on previous models. 
Tiger Moths were widely used in the British Commonwealth Air Training Program.
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. Once in the restauarant we sat and. Once in 

for our landing and we touched down with a minimum of fuss 
and bother. As we ran down the runway slowing even further, 
the twin tails dropped gently and the tailwheel settled onto the 
pavement. We turned off the active runway and taxied back to the 
waiting crowd gathered in front of the CWHM flight office. There 
was my smiling wife and friends waving as I climbed out of the 
wonderful old Beech.

There was a quick round of “thank-yous” and handshakes 
between our flightcrew and my fellow passengers and myself, then 

we paused for a couple of group shots of us beside the plane. After 
that, we headed back into the flight office and restaurant area.

Once there, I joined up with my wife and friends. We then had 
a delightful lunch while I ragged on about my just-completed 
thrilling warbird experience. I’m sure everyone was very pleased 
when I told them it was very cool!

If you would like to take a flight in a warbird, check out the 
Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum at: www.warplane.com

At the end of my flight, I found my wife and friends awaiting me in front of the CWHM Flight ops office. Just inside 
the doors to the main hanger and Operations area there is a cut-out Flying Office /gentleman directing you to the 
waiting area and restaurant. Once we had seated ourselves in the restaurant, we had the opportunity to chat with 
the other people that were there for flights and also have a chance to thank our pilots and the other flight crews. 

We ordered our lunch and had a most memorable day. I can’t wait for my next flight! 
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. Once in the restauarant we sat and. Once in 
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UP NEXT ISSUE

MOTORAMA MUSINGS!
We’ll have a report from the Motorama 
Show in Toronto, Ontario with a look at the 
exhibits, demonstrations and an insider’s 
view of the happenings at this, the biggest 
custom car and motorsports show in the 
Southern Ontario, Canada area. A few 
of our henchmen will be on hand to go 
through the exhibits and we’ll be snapping 
pictures all the way! From hotrods and 
customs to dragsters and vintage racers, 
we’ll get as many images as we can along 
with a running narrative of what we see 
and what’s doing! 

MORE SAP UPDATES, 
AGAIN? 
No no, honest... It’s for real this time! 
We’ve actually made some headway on 
our poor, lonely, passed over projects! 
We’re not kidding this time... there’s 
actually been work done on the MGB 
“Stalled and Abandoned Project” and the 
heater is now in along with some more bits 
and bobs! There’s been a bit of a warming 
trend, (maybe call it a pre-spring thaw?) 
and that’s allowed us to go out and start 
getting some of the toys ready for Spring!

MORE FROM ROYCE ON 
THE LEFT COAST?
Once again, we’ll hopefully have another 
fab photo-essay from Royce Rumsey! 
Royce has said he’s got a few photo-treats 
for us and we’ll definitely be putting one in 
the Spring Issue. As we said before, Royce 
has a stash of phenomenal photos, articles 
and writings that we can draw from and for 
this upcoming installment in Moto/ology, 
we’ll have another of his works for all to 
enjoy! So, watch your inbox for these dandy 
subjects and first-class photos coming soon!

ANOTHER NIFTY MUSEUM
A few years back our publisher, Doug 
Switzer and some pals had the pleasure of 
taking a quick daytrip to one of the most 
impressive aviation collections in the U.S. 

Leaving Toronto’s Billy Bishop Island 
Airport on a Porter Airlines flight to the 
Washington D.C. Dulles International  
Airport, they then took a shuttle a few miles 
south into Virginia and ended up at the 
Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center.

 This spectacular museum is part of 
the Smithsonian’s National Air and Space 
Museum and was completed in 2010. Built 

to augment the overcrowded existing NASM 
facility on the National Mall, the center 
houses some legendary historical aircraft 
and spacecraft including the B-29 nuclear 
bomber “Enola Gay” that dropped the 
atomic bomb on Hiroshima and the space 
shuttle Discovery.

Check out our article and photos of this 
breathtaking building and its amazing 
collection in the upcoming Spring Issue.

TIM MILLER IS BACK!
Tim’s been off duty for a bit while he 
attends to pleasurable times with the 
family and his many other endeavours! 
Now, however, he’s back and again he’s been 
digging through his archival bag of goodies 
and come up with some long-forgotten 
items that will be sur to tweak your memory 
and tickle your fancy! Read all about it in 
the upcoming Spring Issue of Moto/ology, 
coming to your in-mailbox soon!

FEEDBACK!
Hopefully we’ll have some more comments 
from our readers! Check them out and by 
all means, please send yours in! 

MOTORIFIC MOTORAMA! Some very nifty custom cars, hotrods and racers can be seen at 
the annual Motorama Custom Car and Motorsports Show. Ph
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BE SURE
TO CHECK
OUT THESE
FASCINATING 
WEBSITES!

For information and background on vintage
Feather Craft Boats be sure to check out the 

enthusiast’s website at: https://www.feathercraft.net

The Flying Boatmen and their 
fabulous Feather Crafts!

I n 1953, Colonel Scott Fellows of 
the U.S. Air Force was stationed at 
the McGhee-Tyson Airforce Base 

in Knoxville, Tennessee amid the many 
lakes and rivers of the area. A creative kind of guy, he 
envisioned the boating equivalent to the popular airshow 
acts of the time and decided it would be a good idea to “put 
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on a show”, but on water. He formed the Flying Boatmen 
Club and recruited a few members.

For the fascinating history of The Flying Boatmen 
demonstration team and their Feather Craft boats  visit the 
commemorative Facebook site at:

https://www.facebook.com/flyingboatmen/
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THE PERFECT PRESENT FO
R

GEAR-HEAD’S !


